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Ultimate Bird Simulator APK 1.3 (71 MB) Additional information Requires Android2.3 and more DeveloperGluten free games, the player turned into a white eagle. In seabirds, up to various fish water, no one is a lunchtime dish. Players not only want to find food, but also multiply offspring, and ready to fight other species in the sky to prepare. You want to be the embodiment of an
eagle to feel the fast sky happy players don't miss this game O. Majestic Eagle, spicy falcon or colorful parrots flying high in a new adventure! For the first time you can choose to play twelve angry birds! Large-scale hunting is real world food, eggs and poultry that increase your herd play to unlock exciting new places you can experience in birdlife! Finally, bird simulator download
today, very limited time, and 50%! Realistic simulatorSy blue sky, you need to keep control of your health, hunger, thirst and energy! Twelve play BirdChoose in their favorite bird species in the same game! Eagle, crow, parakeets, ducks, owls, hawks, cranes, gulls, jays, de, cockatoo and hummings! Each species has its own family, experience and level! Dangerous boss battlesSix
exciting owners test their skills before slaughter! Death awaits in the wings from opponents, blood! The summit is covered with snow, seen by a dangerous cat waiting to take advantage of their entire herd! Make their herdscontrol other birds or enjoy them, recruiting them to your family! Flock to play and how to adapt to each bird and powerful family! Increase your kidsHatch rate
by increasing as influential members of your family! When they are young get their food and the nanny carry them in the mouth! Customize your birdThe name, appearance, abilities and attributes of your pet complement his flock and become more powerful members of the group! Further increase the level of VogelCatch and eat your prey, take care of your family and the mission
of all experience! To maximize damage to their health and attack points to update your data, and immediately go to the upper level of their birds, increase the size of your herd! States get pointsState health bonus points can be used to provide heavy attack, flight speed signals, and more! Fans have been encouraged tofond about their points like Broken and the sound of a call that
can be used to be able to update their birds with temporary stat-enhancing aura! RagdollYour's goal is to wear them real dangling his talons! DYNAMIC season, weather and day/night cycleS complete storm clouds with sun and stars procedural weather system! And change the new season! The heavy realistic 3D environmentWorld has amended so great that we stay out of
sixteen unique caves for our birds! See the dense mountain forest, tropical jungle island, dry rocky soil and the snowy Arctic peak! Dozens of enemies, rabbits, mice, birds, crabs, fish, raccoons, foxes, beetles, beetles, beetles, ants, geckos and prey animals, for example, much more! Small birds, fruits, seeds and can hunt nectar from flowers! Optional effect on blood If you are old
or have parental permission to fight again the effects of new blood cruelty! Promise gluten-freeWith all our games you will always get a full version without ads or additional purchases! Download traffic to the huge sky so that birds take your favorite simulator, high flying bird life! If you want to live like a bird, you will enjoy our other animal simulators! Download our Ultimate Wolf
Simulator and discover the long lost prehistoric world of wildlife in the forest, or the last dinosaur simulator to turn and dinosaur! The development called Ultimate Bird Simulator is a fascinating bird simulator. It is designed specifically for mobile devices that work on andriod platform. Here the user will have to fight other birds. The game has more than ten species of birds. Here you
will find real bird breeds and invented species. All birds are unique, they eat different foods and are kept in the air in their own ways. The player will have to develop his character in every possible way, get food, create offspring and ensure safety. The user will be in a large open world, where you need to connect with other birds. Some of them will need to be fought to death. To
eat, you need to catch various insects and mice. In the game Ultimate Bird Simulator has developed real physics, they move like the real thing. In addition, there are various bosses who have a lot of power, and they are very difficult to defeat. First you need to create a competent battle tactic, then there will be an opportunity to defeat them. The graphics are very high quality, which
will allow you to fully immerse yourself in the game. features of the game: many birds; a great open world; realistic physics;quality graphics. Soar into a whole new adventure like a majestic eagle, a fast falcon or a gorgeous parrot! Choose from TWELVE PLAYABLE BIRDS for the first time! Hunt for food in a massive real world, lay eggs, lift your flock, and unlock exciting new play
birds as you experience bird life! Download Ultimate Bird Simulator today, which is 50% OFF for a very limited time! Brand new features realistic simulator you need to maintain your health, hunger, thirst and energy while ruling through the vast blue sky! TWELVE PLAY BIRDS Choose from your favorite species of birds in one game! Join Eagle, Crow, Parrot, Duck, Owl, Falcon,
Stork, Seagull, Bluejay, Toucan, Cockatoo, and Hummingbird! Each species has its own families, experiences and levels! DANGEROUS BOSS BATTLES Test your skills against six exciting boss battles! A deadly winged enemy who lives off blood lies in wait! Dangerous predatory cats are waiting for the snow-covered tops to pounce the entire flock! CREATE YOUR FLOCK
DOMINANCE IN OTHER or bring them treatment to employ them to recruit Customize and play like any bird in your flock and build a powerful family! RAISE YOUR BABIES Hatch babies who will grow into powerful members of your family! Take care of your babies while they are young, find food for them and carry them in your mouth! CUSTOMIZE YOUR BIRDS Choose your
animal's name, appearance, skills and attributes to complement your flock members and become a powerful group! LEVEL UP YOUR BIRDS Gain experience in catching and eating your prey, taking care of your family, and completing missions! Level up your birds to boost your health and attack damage, earn points to upgrade your stats, and increase the size of your flock!
EARN STAT POINTS Stat Points can be used to provide bonus to traits such as health, critical attack chance, flight speed, and much more! UPGRADEABLE BUFFS Buff points can be used to upgrade your Screech and Call Buffs, which create a temporary stat boosting aura around your bird when active! RAGDOLL PHYSICS Your booty now actually dangles from your talons as
you carry them! DYNAMIC WEATHER, SEASONS AND DAY/NIGHT CYCLE Procedural weather system with unique storms, clouds, sun and stars! And BRAND NEW changing seasons! MASSIVE REALISTIC 3D ENVIRONMENT Explore the great world we've created sixteen unique decks for your birds to live in! Explore dense mountainous forests, a tropical jungle island, arid
rocky land and frosty Arctic peaks! DOZENS OF ENEMIES Hunt animals like squirrels, rabbits, mice, deer, birds, crabs, fish, raccoon, fox, beetle, grub, worms, ants, geckos and much more! Smaller birds can scavenge fruits, seeds and nectar from flowers! OPTIONAL BLOOD EXPOSURE If you are of age or have parental permission, turn on brand new blood exposure to the
additional fight against cruelty! GLUTEN-FREE PROMISE With all our games you will always get the whole game without ads or additional shopping! Download Ultimate Bird Simulator to transport yourself to a wide open sky and experience the high flying life of your favorite bird! If you enjoyed living like a bird, then you will enjoy our other animal simulators! Download our Ultimate
Wolf Simulator and live wild life in the forest, or turn ultimate dinosaur simulator and discover the long lost prehistoric world of dinosaurs! Give us a shout and let us know what you want to play next! facebook.com/glutenfreegames twitter.com/glutenfreegames Access network status Allows you to access information about networks. Wi-Fi access Allows you to access information
about Wi-Fi networks. Recording sound Allows you to record a sound. The Internet Allows you to access the Internet network. External store writing Allows you to write to an external store, such as an SD card. Wake lock Allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to prevent the processor from sleeping or disappearing from the screen. Read external repository Allows reading
from storage, such as an SD card. DownloadPark.Mobi - Thousands of high-quality free mobile APK apps in one place. We always try to add only the most applications for Android. Download action, sports, adventure, fight, logic, race, puzzle, strategy games, useful tools, photo editors, Security Android apps and thousands of Live Wallpapers .apk format for Samsung Galaxy,
HTC, Huawei, Sony, LG and other Android phones or tablets. Downloadpark your Free Android Store is constantly updated. Fast, secure and completely free mobile applications. Copyright © 2008-2017 downloadpark.mobi All Rights Reserved
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